SPIRIG-40

Pocket-Microscope

SPIRIG-100

handy, self-illuminating, useful and economic
Todays parts, components, structures continue to be even more miniaturised. Without convenient
technical support human eyes can not follow such advancements. "Light and Sight" are needed as
help and assistance! The 40- and 100-power SPIRIG pocket microscopes make it happen.
The new model SPIRIG-40 is now available with LED illumination and scale in the visual field.
In use the 40- respectively the 100-power
SPIRIG pocket microscopes are positioned
onto the surface to be inspected, the built-in
illumination activated by a slide switch on the
side or by swinging open the battery compartement, and then the image focused with the
also side located thumb wheel.
The "pocket mics" fit smoothly into the hand
palms of big and small. Within seconds the
micro-cosmos can be explored at micro-cost.
The Spirig's will not and can not replace full
grown microscopes, but if you need a detailed
view, these ones will be ready.

SPIRIG-100

SPIRIG-40

Swinging open the battery compartement turns
the illumination on.
The Spirig-100 includes a useful
stand.
A stand for the Spirig-40 is available
on request.
Userfriendly Spirig
-100:
for overview slide
out the 8-power magnifier lens
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SPIRIG-40

Magnification
Visual field
Focus, adjustable
Magnifier
Batteries 2x 1,5V
Illumination
Slide Switch
Scale in visual field
Dimension (mm)
Weight (gram)
Packaging

40-power
100-power
3 mm ø
1,1 mm ø
!
!
no
8-power
standard AA / LA6
LED
1 lense lamp
!
!
!
140 x 50 x 22 152 x 45 x 23 (with stand)
65
110
plastic case in paper box
plastic box

Order number
Order number Kit
Price
VAT, taxes
Terms

SPIRIG
S W I T Z E R L A N D

KIT -40 and
-100

Model

Spirig Ernest Dipl.-Ing.

17184
1x

SPIRIG-100

11497
1x
on request

17185

exclusively any local taxes
Packed, ex works Switzerland, payment terms on request

manufactured by:
PO Box 1140 CH-8640 Rapperswil Switzerland
Phone: (+41) 55 222 6900 Fax:(+41) 55 222 6969
E-mail: order@spirig.com
http://www.spirig.com

